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Synchronize Physiological and 
Performance Variable Data

The development of  smaller, less intrusive, and more portable physiological 
sensing technologies has supported increased research efforts that rely on 
subjective measurements of  a user’s state. While these technologies become 
more prevalent, inconsistencies between devices—including different sampling 
frequencies, timing resolution, and local time stamps—can complicate the 
process of  correlating physiological data and other measurements like task 
performance.

Developed by UCF researchers, this invention incorporates abstract physiological 
data from a virtual or live task event with timescale data for real-time and post-
data collection synchronization.

Technical Details
The new technology provides a method for synchronization and distribution of  
multiple physiological and performance measures over specified time periods 
within live, virtual, and constructive environments, with minimal modification 
to existing third-party applications or environments. Physiological data from 
a subject and non-physiological data from external events or environment to 
which the subject is exposed can be synchronized and correlated through the 
use of  a global time reference frame and designated time points in the separate 
systems.

Physiological devices for gathering raw physiological data from a human or animal 
subject include those for tracking eye movement, facial position, electro dermal 
response (EDR), heart rate variability (HRV), and electro encephalography 
(EEG). Examples of  external events or environments include a live situation, a 
training event, a simulation, or a game. 
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Benefits
• Synchronization of  data

Applications
• The technology can be 

incorporated into software 
and adapted to run on any 
computing system
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